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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents about the conclusion and suggestion of the final report.

5.1 Conclusion

In this report, the writer used Curup Buluh waterfall as the place of

research. Curup Buluh waterfall has a beautiful nature view. The writer found that

Curup Buluh waterfall is the only waterfall which has the widest area in Lahat

Regency. So that is why it is suitable for family recreation activities. Curup Buluh

waterfall is managed by society organization in Lubuk Selo village called as

Pokdarwis Kalpataru Cahaya Harapan. All the contribution fee from Curup

Buluh waterfall is under the village administration and village regulation. It has

already approved by the head of the village and the ministry of tourism about

Pokdarwis in Indonesia. The writer decided to design a booklet of Curup Buluh

waterfall in order to make society more conscious about the existence of this

gorgeous waterfall.

The writer draws the conclusion that Curup Buluh waterfall booklet has

much information such as the map of the location, price of entrance ticket, the

price of parking fee, opening hours, the legend of Curup Buluh, the past and

present of it, the route to it, the activities that can be done there, the facilities and

others. In designing booklet of Curup Buluh waterfall, the writer used modified

Research and Development method. There are three steps of Research and

Development used by the writer to get the best result of designing booklet. They

are: (1) Preliminary Study: a. Literature Study, b. Field Survey, c. Draft of

Product, (2) Development Product: a. Limited Trial, b. Wider Trial, (3) Test:

a. Pre Test, b. Revision, c. Post Test.

In literature study, the writer read the literatures review about designing

booklet and Curup Buluh waterfall booklet. Based on observation or field survey

done, the writer found that there was no booklet that specially explains about
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Curup Buluh waterfall so the writer decided to design a booklet about Curup

Buluh waterfall. In development step, the writer asked four experts for

suggestions of the booklet draft. The, the writer revised the booklet based on the

experts’ suggestions. In test step, the revised booklet was commented by two

more experts. The experts’ valuable comments are used to revise the booklet and

make the final booklet. The booklet provides two different language versions,

English and Indonesia. The booklet was design in A5 paper size and it has 25

pages.

5.2 Suggestion

Based on the result of designing booklet of Curup Buluh waterfall that has

been done, the writer suggests some suggestions as follows :

1. The writer suggests the government of Lahat Regency to take full part in

developing the facilities in Curup Buluh waterfall area. Because, we can

see that the facilities in Curup Buluh waterfall now are not proper enough

to support the the potency of Curup Buluh waterfall. For examples the

toilets, the Mushola, the stall, the chair, and others. It will be better if the

government of Lahat Regency in collaboration with Pokdarwis Kalpataru

Cahaya Harapan Lubuk Selo village together build and develop all

supporting facilities in Curup Buluh area to make the place more

comfortable to be visited by the visitors.

2. For further research better booklet should be made for other tourism

destinations clearly and completely. The next writers have to develop the

creativity, innovative thought and technology to make some improvements

of tourism industry sector and also make some new products to be

developed. The writer hopes that this booklet will give a good impact to

the all parties.


